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On our Cover:
Our “chilly” cover is provided by Best of Nikonians 2008 Images Photo Contest Grand Prize winner Joe Iannandrea (skorj) of Fort Erie, Canada. It’s called “Cold Wait” and Joe shares the background
behind the winning shot on Page 6. He captured his winning entry with his Nikon D80 in the Manual exposure mode, shooting at a shutter speed of 1/320 second. He used his Tamron SP AF 2040mm F/2.7-3.5 Aspherical-IF lens at f/9.
This Page: Nikonians Platinum member Steven H. Lieber took time from his visit to PMA 09 in Las Vegas to bring his Nikon D3 up to the Observation Platform of the Stratosphere Hotel for a few
shots. He captured this image with his AF Nikkor 85mm f/1.4D IF lens set to f/3.5 for a 1/80 second exposure at ISO 2200. The camera exposure setting was Aperture-priority AE and he used
multi-segment metering. More of Steve’s PMA photos are on pages 11 & 12.
THE NIKONIAN™ is copyrighted © Nikonians EMEA Ltd 2008. All rights reserved. Nikonians® is a registered trademark. Our domains, products and services are not associated or affiliated with
the Nikon Corporation. All images are copyright of the respective photographers. Chief Editor Tom Boné (flashdeadline@nikonians.org). Design and Production provided by Kristina Nessl, Executive
Office Manager, enprovia® Software Engineering s.r.o. Our circulation: Over 120,000 copies of this publication are downloaded within the first three month of being issued
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Editorial

By J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)

Greetings fellow Nikonians!
jrp
Administrator
Charter Member
Co-Founder
26800 posts

2009 will be an even more interesting year for all members of
the community
In these difficult times (labeled
by many as the worst economic
downturn in several decades)
our community switches into
high gear in our never ending
quest to improve features rewards, benefits and services to
our loyal membership.

A person coming into the community can immediately enjoy the basic free
benefits and within a 25 days trial period all we ask is that he or she become a
Silver, Gold or Platinum member. The Silver membership (our least costly most
often chosen) has not had a price increase from the $25 USD/ 25 Euro annual
fee since it was introduced in 2003 (equivalent to less than 7 cents per day).
It is most rewarding to find that quite a few members have now as signature:
“My Nikonians membership … the best photography investment I’ve ever
made, after my camera.”

• We are building a stronger community on our already solid foundation.
We will launch new platforms and functionality in support of our vision:
providing knowledge resources in a friendly, creative and inspiring atmosphere where photographers of all skill levels can learn, grow and make new
friends.
• Our organization now includes minimal paid staff to support the community and an exciting environment for the many expert photographers
who volunteer as moderators in the forums and contribute articles to our
knowledge base.
• We will introduce a series of social networking support features, further
integrating images and video in various areas of the community.
• Through the Nikonians Academy we are expanding and extending the
sharing, learning and inspiring Nikonians experience into the field and classroom settings.
• With three successfully launched books, the publishing venture is poised
for the release of additional titles.
The annual co-founders’ meeting I had with my partner Bo Stahlbrandt in
early March turned out to be a rigorous and intense brain-storming and
planning session like none before. We had recently made the shift in membership policy which is now strengthening the community. Any visitor will have
to only register to enjoy the entirety of the community’s functionality, with very
few exceptions while at the free basic trial period.
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Nikonians co-founders Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs), on left, and J. Ramón Palacios, shown
here during a break from their annual planning session in Cancun, Quintana Roo,
Mexico. Their schedule was so tight that this is about as close as they got to the
water.

Editorial
As membership increased, we have made significant advancements in server
capacity to support the additional features, forums, and gallery space requested by the community. It was just last year at around this time that we introduced the Nikonians Fine Art Nude Forum and Gallery and the new Aviation
Photography Forum and just recently we launched the New to Photography
Forum, The HDR – Advance Technique Forum and Infrared and Ultraviolet
Photography Forum. Additionally, we started the Platinum Member’s Lounge,
which has been a constant source of valuable feedback from our most generous members.
Much of the feedback for the past few months has reinforced the general
theme Bo and I had as we entered into our planning workshop. The emphasis
for this and coming years is to make sure that our paid members, regardless of
their support level, are properly compensated with the Nikonians experience,
which includes the valuable information they seek in all phases of their Nikon
photography. This also means we are stepping up our contacts with major
distributors and manufacturers to encourage Nikonians member discounts for
their products and services, as well as fine-tuning our information channels
such as our Newsletters, the News Blog, The Nikonian eZine, Podcasts and the
ever-expanding Nikonians Wiki.
Additionally, after Mastering the Nikon D300 by Darrell Young, and The Nikon
Creative Lighting System by Mike Hagen, we are preparing for the release of
the third title in our series of NikoniansPress books published as a joint venture with Rocky Nook. Mastering the D700 will be available in May, and we
encourage our D700 enthusiasts to place yourselves at the top of the list with
a pre-order.

the average of last year at this time and remains constant. For example, in
March 2008 we were happy to receive 3,400 new members; in March 2009
that number grew to 10,000.
• Activity at the forums and the galleries has increased over that in December
2008 (our busiest month of the past year).
• We now have a stronger base of membership, which allows us to continually present improvements in systems and functionality. This translates into an
enhanced value for our paying membership.
All of the leading indicators are positive for now, but Bo and I both agreed
that this year will have an increased emphasis on loyal membership rewards,
system improvements and overall functionality which will include enhanced
social networking. With a stronger revenue base we have made the first steps
thanks to our members who have extended their support with a financial vote
of confidence.
The final results of the new membership policy cannot be fully assessed until a
few more months pass on, but it is most encouraging that those who knew us
well at one point or another are sticking with us. It is further encouraging that
we also see many of them coming back to actively rejoin the community.
Thank you, welcome, welcome back, and enjoy your new Nikonians
community.
J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)
March, 2009

If you have not compared the varying benefits and services currently available
at the Silver, Gold and Platinum levels you should take a look at the newest
Membership Levels Guide. Follow the check marks for each level, and you will
be pleasantly surprised.
As we discussed our plans for the community’s future we had some encouraging figures to consider.
• The number of new members coming into the community has tripled from
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more!

Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership good for a 25 day trial period, but we invite you to
enjoy the fun and benefits of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing you with sell & buy opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations (The Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we take this opportunity to thank
you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians

Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level plus
Your exclusive Nikonians personal Photographer’s ID
Get your personal Nikonians Business Card
Write access to the Nikonians Wiki
Your own personal blog at Nikonians
Your own personal email address at Nikonians

Image gallery
Your personal image gallery with many features.
Participate in photo contests
Participate in the Annual Best of Nikonians Images
Photo Contest. Prizes are awarded during the year as
well as in the contest finals.
Access to classifieds section
Buy and sell your gear in our Buy and Sell Forums
Access to Nikonians workshops & tours
Access to Nikonians events
Upload and link to images in forums
Rebates and more!

Everything in the Silver and Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events
Access to Platinum Lounge
Free access to the Nikonians Business Directory, the
Orange Pages

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership
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Photo Contest winners
Best of Nikonians 2008
Images Photo Contest winners

told us the photo that has drawn praise from the contest judges for its wellbalanced composition was taken fairly quickly. He had his two children (ages
nine and six) with him and he didn’t spend much time on location.

Congratulations to Joe Iannandrea (skorj), Poras Chaudhary (kaipu) and Thomas Spain (Countryboy), our top three finalists in the Best of Nikonians 2008 Images Photo Contest.

“I didn’t have that scene in mind at all, he said. “It was just a bit of winter restlessness and I hadn’t done much shooting in a while. Our trip was all of probably five minutes that we spent out there because it was as cold as it looked.
I would normally have hauled out my tripod, but because it was so cold I just
went hand-held.”
The isolated scene suggests a distant remote frozen location, but Joe tells us
he was close to civilization. “If I had turned around 180 degrees I would have
had a shot of Buffalo, New York.” The reason for naming his image came from
his interpretation of the scene. “It suggested the promise of a forthcoming
Spring-- but for now it’s cold and we’re waiting.”
Joe captured his winning entry with his Nikon D80 in the Manual exposure
mode, shooting at a shutter speed of 1/320 second. He used his Tamron SP AF
20-40mm F/2.7-3.5 Aspherical-IF lens at f/9. This is the second time Joe has
made the finals in the annual contest and his first win. He took First Place in the
Sports Category in Segment Four of the 2007 Contest.
Joe is 41 years old. He and his wife Audrey have two young children. He’s
been working as a professional wedding photographer for the past three years
and brings his photo experience from childhood, when he was raised in a family that owned a camera store and studio. “I’ve had Nikons since the age of
18,” he recalls. “And when I joined Nikonians four years ago it was because I
wanted to go to a site where the language of Nikons is a familiar one to me.
It’s kind of like knowing the lay of the land.” Joe captured his winning entry
with his Nikon D80 in the Manual exposure mode, shooting at a shutter speed
of 1/320 second. He used his Tamron SP AF 20-40mm F/2.7-3.5 Aspherical-IF
lens at f/9.

Silver member Joe Iannandrea (skorj) of Fort Erie, Canada is our Grand
Prize winner with his image entitled “Cold Wait” which is featured on our
front cover.
In a phone interview following the announcement of his grand prize win, Joe
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Joe’s image has earned him a Spyder3Print software and hardware package
from Datacolor and a Glass Taxi convertible backpack/ shoulder bag from Think
Tank Photo. Joe will also receive a one-year Platinum level membership and
Certificate of Photographic Achievement from our Nikonians co-founders.

Photo Contest winners

Honorable Mention goes to
Silver member Poras Chaudhary (kaipu) from India, who
submitted his image
“Color Me Red.”
He used his newly purchased
Nikon D3 and a Nikkor AF-S
24-70mm f/2.8 G ED lens.
He had the lens wide open at
f/2.8, allowing him to expose
at 1/640 sec with ISO 400.
His picture was taken on the
colorful festival of Holi, which is
celebrated on the day after the
full moon in early March every
year. It is also called the Festival
of Colors. On this day people
throw colors at each other.
As an Honorable Mention Finalist he will receive a one-year
Gold level membership and
Certificate of Photographic
Achievement from our Nikonians co-founders.
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Photo Contest winners
Honorable Mention also goes to Gold
member Thomas Spain (Countryboy),
from Memphis, Tennessee, USA. His
“Praying Mantis”
image was taken in his backyard with his
Nikon D2X. He used natural light and
a cable release. His camera was tripod
mounted and the mirror was locked up.
Thomas also used a white matte board
reflector and a suns shade. He used his
AF Micro-NIKKOR 200mm f/4D IF-ED at
f/4.3, 1/13 sec at an ISO of 100.
He was spot-Metering for the shot and
used shutter speed priority for his autoexposure setting.
As an Honorable Mention Finalist he will
have his Gold level membership extended for another year and he will receive a
Certificate of Photographic Achievement
from our Nikonians co-founders.

The Best of Nikonians
2009 Images Photo Contest
has already begun.
Check the contest guidelines and get in
on the action today!
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Imaging USA Convention

by Rick Paul (rickpaul)

Thousands of Professional Photographers
descend on Phoenix

noted that the Nikon Speedlight Stands were superior to the Canon, and if
you were a Canon shooter you should buy a Nikon AS-19 light stand for your
Canon flash!

Every January, the Professional Photographers of America host the annual
Imaging USA convention. This year, the show was held January 11-13th in
Phoenix, Arizona at new Phoenix Convention Center. The convention featured
a 223,000 square foot trade show with hundreds of vendors, a large international print exhibition and an educational program.

Some of the highlights
of the schedule included
a session on posing and
lighting with Hanson
Fong, a session on posing mothers and their
babies by Sandy Puc,
classic portrait photography by Drake Busath,
and photographic retouching by Nik Software’s Janice Wendt.

Rick Paul
(rickpaul)
Charter Member
1229 posts

Education Program
The education program featured
five themed tracks, primarily catering to professional wedding
and portrait photographers. The
educational tracks included Essentials, Wedding/Portrait, Photoshop/Lightroom, Spotlight, and
Business. Participants were free to
move between tracks and attend
any class that interested.
All the conference halls
were large with enough
room for all who wanted to attend.
Each course was hosted
by a noted professional
photographer.
Since
the Imaging USA convention had Canon as
a major sponsor, most
of the photographers
were Canon shooters,
but they generally mentioned Nikon equipment
too. One presenter even
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Many of the professional wedding and portrait
photographers focused
on business tips for how
to increase your per-client sales. The course selection provided more courses of interest that one person could cover alone!
Trade Show
Imaging USA featured a large trade show with a wide variety of vendors. The
trade show would be of interest to any photographer, by many of the vendors were tailored towards wedding and portrait photographers. These include
bound book manufacturers (e.g., Asukabook), a wide variety of background
manufacturers, and prop suppliers.
The expo provided a unique opportunity to see a variety of photographic backgrounds, rather than having to judge from websites. Some of the backgrounds
present ranged high quality, classic backgrounds from Backgrounds by Maheu
(http://www.backgroundsbymaheu.com) to the unusual, original artwork of
Madcamp (http://madcamp.biz).

Imaging USA Convention
Among the equipment manufacturers were some familiar favorites to Nikonians, including Think Tank Photo, Lensbabies, Nik software, and RadioPopper.
The Think Tank booth was quite busy all 3 days of the show, and was noticeably busier than any of
their rival’s booths!
Between the vendors in
the trade show, and the
presenters during the
courses, the domination of digital over film
was never more obvious. Only one presenter
still admitted to shooting
some film in conjunction with digital at weddings, and Kodak had a
very small display in their
booth dedicated to film.
Nikon
Nikon was present at the trade show, with users able to get their hands on
most of the current Nikon product line. The main attraction to the booth was
a constant presentation by famous Nikon photographers, including Dave Black
and Tom Bol. Dave presented a session on his use of Nikon Speedlights to create extraordinary images. Tom provided insight on many of his adventure images, and provided tips on how he created them.
Other Co-located Conferences
In conjunction with the Imaging USA convention, three other conferences were
held at the same location, providing additional educational opportunities:
• SEPCON - Sport and Event Photographers Conference
• EPIC - Evidence Photographers Conference
• CPI - Commercial Photographers Conference
These additional conferences required separate registration in addition to Imaging USA.
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Three days of information overload
The Imaging USA Expo provided both new and experienced professional photographers a unique opportunity to learn from
the some of the current
top photographers in
the country. I walked
away from every session feeling I had gained
some knowledge to improve my work and my
business.
The Imaging USA show
is held every January,
and moves around the
country. Here are the
dates and locations for
future Imaging USA
events:
• Nashville, TN; January 10-12, 2010
• San Antonio, TX; January 16-18, 2011
• New Orleans, LA; January 15-17, 2012
For more information on Imaging USA, visit www.imagingusa.org.
For more information on the Professional Photographers of America,
visit www.ppa.com.

PMA-09

Photos by Steven Lieber

Las Vegas Show brings few surprises
Our thanks to Nikonians Platinum Member Steven
Lieber for his photos and brief narrative of the annual PMA in Las Vegas. Steve is a retired business
owner living in the Houston Texas Area. He was the
founder and president of Steve Lieber and Associates Inc. founded in 1987. The company specializes
in the sale of GPS and inertial navigation Systems.
Has been a member of Nikonians since 2004 and he
enjoys shooting nature images with his Nikon D3.
A frequent visitor to the annual PMA International
Convention and Trade Show in Las Vegas, Steven Lieber’s first impression of the 2009 version was that of
“a slightly scaled down” athmosphere.
“It was still big, but you could see more daylight between the crowds than in previous years.” He
said. Even with that daylight, the Las Vegas Convention Center was well packed. According to PMA
numbers released just before March 3-5, 2009 event “the 85th Annual PMA International Convention and Trade Show was hosting 500 exhibitors and close to 400 speakers/chairpersons offering
approximately 200 educational sessions, covering topics such as digital imaging, employee training,
business management, sales and marketing, and the environment.”
Like any good Nikonian, Steven made the annual pilgrimage to the Nikon Booth and found plenty
of good gear, with one of the newest offerings at the lens counter, where the newly announced first
DX-format 35mm single-focal-length Nikkor lens was drawing keen interest. The AF-S DX NIKKOR
35mm f/1.8G had been announced a month before the PMA.
The majority of the Nikon digital cameras getting their first exposure to large crowds like the PMA
turned out to be from the Coolpix line. These cameras had also been announced the month before.
They included the COOLPIX P90, COOLPIX S630, COOLPIX S620, COOLPIX S230, COOLPIX
S220, COOLPIX L100 and COOLPIX L20/L19.
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PMA-09
ADVERTISEMENT
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Precautions for Photographers on the Road
Careful planning can save your gear
Steven Shepard is a Gold Member from Vermont, USA. He’s an accomplished
author with 39 published books and hundreds of articles to his credit.
His Web site is www.ShepardCom.com. In this article Steven describes his
technique for macro nature photography.
The nature of my work is such that I spend a large amount of my life on airplanes. In 2008 I flew 241,000 air miles and worked in 74 different countries,
and for the vast majority of those trips I traveled with photo equipment. After
all, what’s the fun of going to so many unusual places unless I can return with
photographic memories?
The challenge of traveling with photo equipment, of course, is traveling with
photo equipment! It’s heavy, it’s awkward, it’s obvious, it’s expensive, and it’s
delicate – none of which lend themselves to the process of getting from point
A to point B, especially if that process involves airplanes. Because I travel so
much, I have amassed a handful of tips that I’d like to share with you that
will hopefully make your own photo journeys a bit more manageable. I won’t
guarantee that they’ll make it easier, but I do guarantee that it will make the
process more manageable! So here’s my top ten list of recommendations for
you.
Tip #1: Get a backpack. If you are like me, the weight of your camera bag
is directly proportional to the distance you will have to walk to get the best
shots. To save your back, ditch the shoulder bag in favor of a good, mediumsize backpack. I use a variety of them made by Tamrac and Lowepro, both of
which are durable and easy to carry for a very long time without strain. The
models I use fit easily under the seat of even the smallest regional jet, yet have
room for two large DSLRs, six or seven lenses, a flash, and all of the other accessories that I carry with me. The backpack is also less obvious to thieves than
a shoulder bag.
Tip #2: Change camera straps. We all love those beautiful black and gold
Nikon straps that come with our new bodies, but they just scream out to
thieves. They also have an annoying tendency to slide off the shoulder. Ditch
them in favor of no-slip straps. I use the Upstrap-Pro LT, which absolutely will
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by Steven Shepard (sshepard)

not slide off my shoulder under any circumstances. Furthermore, the strap is
made of Kevlar, which means that it is highly resistant to being cut – and therefore further protects your camera from theft.
Tip #3: Invest in TSA-approved locks. Even
though you swear that you will never, ever
part with your gear while flying, trust me – the
day will come when you will be forced to hand
it to a baggage person because it won’t fit in
the overhead or under the seat of the plane.
As long as you have it in a good padded bag,
it will be fine – provided you have locked the
zippers so that the bag can’t be opened. I’ve
never had it happen, even in the Third World,
but I know people to whom it has happened
so be prepared. The locks are available at good
travel stores; they have combination locks but
can also be opened by TSA personnel.
Tip #4: Don’t leave equipment in your hotel
room. Period. We’ve all done it: Turn on the
TV, put the ‘Do Not Disturb’ sign on the door,
and leave. It’s the oldest trick in the book: the
second oldest is opening the door after you’ve left and walking out with your
camera gear. If you can’t take it with you, leave it in the trunk of your rental
car, or check it with the front desk of the hotel.
Tip #5: Be aware of your surroundings at all times when in a strange place –
especially one frequented by lots of tourists. I remember a time in Spain when
my wife and I were sitting at an outdoor café, watching in amazement as a
gypsy walked up behind a tourist, brazenly unzipped his backpack and began
to rifle through the contents – while it was on his back! My wife yelled and
began to approach the man, at which point the gypsy melted into the crowd.
If you’re with someone else, make a pact that you will at all times watch each
other’s back - literally!
Tip #6: Invest in a backup and viewing device, such as an Epson P-5000 or

Precautions for Photographers on the Road
the equivalent. These little marvels hold an enormous amount of data, allow
you to view your results on a brilliant screen, serve as an accessory hard drive if
required, read every memory card made, and provide peace of mind.
Tip #7: Buy a memory card recovery utility. Usually no more than about $30,
these programs are worth every penny – and more. You won’t realize how
valuable they are until the day comes when you get that horrible message,
“Unable to read card – data corrupted. Format? (Y/N).”
Tip #8: Take advantage of alternate shipping methods. If I’m going on a long
trip and plan to take along my big, expensive lenses – the Nikon 500mm f/4
comes to mind – then I often engage the services of Fedex or UPS to ship it
ahead to my destination. That way I don’t worry about airline personnel going through my expensive equipment, and I know that the package will arrive
properly – and promptly. I can also insure the shipment, another element in the
peace of mind category.
Tip #9: Copy your passport. I cannot
emphasize this enough. If you are traveling outside of your own country, scan
the inside two pages of your passport
(the pages with your photo and identification data) and print a handful of color
copies of them. Put them everywhere –
in your carry-on bag, in your wallet, in
your checked luggage, in your camera
bag. If you ever lose your passport, and
you DON’T have a copy, you’re in for a
couple of weeks of waiting. Got a copy?
Two hours at the local embassy or consulate.
Tip #10: Know your gear. I don’t mean this in terms of knowing how to use
it (although that’s a good idea too – don’t wait until you get to your destination to try out that new gadget). What I mean is this: Before you set foot on
a trip, sit down and make a list of your gear. Here’s a quiz: If your camera bag
were to suddenly disappear, would you be able to identify every single thing of
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value in it from memory for insurance or police report purposes? I didn’t think
so. So here’s my recommendation: Pull everything out of the bag, and arrange
it neatly on the floor. Using a friend’s camera (or that point-and-shoot that
you love), take a clear picture of all of your gear. Next, make a detailed list of
everything, including a description, the serial number of every item, and the
replacement cost. Print two sets of the list and the photograph. Put one set in
a safe place; keep the other set with you at all times.
Those are my top ten recommendations. Now, as a bonus, here are a few more
miscellaneous nice-to-dos that I find useful.
• Always carry about $20 in one-dollar bills in your carry on. They’re perfect
for tipping people anywhere in the world because they can be converted to
local currency easily.
• If you have a choice in the matter, always take the earliest flight on the outbound side. That way, if something happens, you’ll have travel options later in
the day.
• 99.99997% of all travelers’ bags (1) look alike and (2)
are black. Do yourself a favor:
Mark your bag so it will stand
out. I lavish mine with strips
of duct tape which make it
ugly but distinct.
• Maintain a list of important
numbers in your PDA such
as hotels, airlines, rental car
agencies, frequent flier numbers, customer site contacts,
etc. However, also carry a
printed copy of them in case
the device fails and you need access to that oh-so-important number.
• Double-check everything you are told by travel personnel. Be responsible for
yourself – because they can’t be.
• Have embassy telephone numbers and the address of the embassy in the
local language that a cab driver can understand.
• If you’re traveling in a country where English is not commonly spoken, always

Precautions for Photographers on the Road
carry what Asian expatriates call a
“Dumb Gaijin” card. Hotels will provide you with a small business card
that has directions back to your hotel
printed in the local language. This is
enormously important if you leave
the hotel in a cab and need to get
back, especially in Communist or former Communist Bloc countries. During the height of the Cold War, maps
of those countries were intentionally
printed with errors to “confuse” invading armies. As near as I can tell
the only people they confused – and
continue to confuse – are cab drivers
in those cities. So always get accurate directions in the local language
and guard them.
• And finally, keep your electronic
room key – the one that looks like
a credit card - when you check out.
Most modern hotels today use card
keys instead of actual keys. Besides
the fact that you will end up with
an impressive collection after a few
years, you will safeguard yourself
against the possibility that personal
information (like credit card numbers) stored on the card’s magnetic
stripe could be stolen.
Got other recommendations for
our photography friends? Let’s hear
them! Send them my way and I’ll
publish them in a future article.
Have a good trip!
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Congratulations
to Railcam

New at the Nikonians PhotoProShop
Out in the field there is no
room for compromise.
Stay warm and dry while
protecting your treasured
gear with this six-pocket
jacket made of waterproof
and breathable fabric.
The attention to detail design elements for photographers includes two large
exterior zippered chest
pockets which can each
hold a 70-200mm lens,
two larger lower zippered
pockets for warming your
hands or storage of large
items such as spare pro camera bodies and two interior security pockets for protecting memory cardholders.
The shoulders section includes rubberized pads to prevent
camera straps from sliding and if the weather changes on you
while in the field, the sleeves are removable.

Keith Sanders (Railcam) of Edinburgh, Scotland
in the United Kingdom is enjoying his brand new
Epson P-7000 Multimedia Storage Viewer after
winning the random selection in our Epson survey in February. His winning announcement was
featured in our News Blog.

The external zipper pulls show the Nikonians logo in a simple
and professional manner.
This is a high performance waterproof and breathable jacket
designed for the rigors of professional photography. Being
lightweight and versatile, this jacket is equally at home in the
field or commuting to the office.
Check the Nikonians PhotoProShop
PhotProShop for
fordetails.
details.

Conflict Zone Photography
Nikon D3 packed and ready to go

blogspot.com

Ryan Lobo is a photographer and documentary film maker whose work has aired on
the National Geographic Channel, National
Geographic Channel International, Animal
Planet, The Oprah Winfrey Show and PBS
as well as other networks. His images and
writing have been featured in magazines like
Outlook traveler, Marie Claire, Elle magazine, Better photography, GEO magazine,
National Geographic magazine, the Boston
Review and Glamour magazine
amongst others. His art prints
have been exhibited all over
India and he is currently based in
Bangalore, India. He maintains
a photo blog at www.ryanlobo.

Ryan Lobo recounts the experiences of making photographs and
shooting documentaries in three conflict zones, and following his
images, he shares his methods for protecting his gear under adverse
conditions.
In 2007, I had the opportunity to travel to three “conflict” zones
- Iraq, Afghanistan and Liberia - while making documentary films
and taking photographs for various clients. I met survivors and
killers, aid workers and impoverished, broken people in countries
steeped in suffering, war and violence. I had long conversations
with men who had committed the most unspeakable crimes. Most
of the time, I spent long hours in these places, waiting, dealing with
permissions and doing nothing.
Conflict zones can be stressful, and it’s not always bullets or bombs
that I was troubled by. There were auxiliary stresses of working
in environments of fear and distrust; corrupt cops, bureaucracies
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By Ryan Lobo

and19-year-old Texans with 50 caliber machine guns and road rage issues; of
dealing with people who secretly wish that they could see you on a grainy
YouTube video getting your head sawed off; worst of all, perhaps, working
alongside people with entirely different world views on intense and complicated subjects - “Yeah, I say we draw a line down the middle of Eye-Raq, and
split the country into two - one half for them Soo-nees and one half for them
Shee-yas!”
Huge amounts of money are spent on films and photos that often end up as
slickly-edited, politically-motivated pieces; which are not really close to the
truth as one experiences it. Questioning ones purpose and integrity is essential
Image: Baghdad Blackhawks

Conflict Zone Photography

Image: Baghdad prisoners

Image: Suspected insurgent in Baghdad prison
- covers his face to avoid reprisals on his family

and I often feel I may have been compromised in subtle ways –easy to discuss
away and rationalize, to keep deadlines, manage within budgets or please demanding clients.

corner of your eye while speeding past. And then desert. They come in all
shapes and sizes: drivers and security contractors, little girls in desolate villages
far removed from a chance of education, former mass-murderers with compassion and an understanding of human-nature beyond the ordinary, simple
acts of kindness from people who have suffered immensely, and other more
abstract and intangible experiences. I often come away from these encounters
with a sense of guilt and cannot really explain why.

Sometimes I question my purpose in having gone to these places. The process
does not end, especially if the finished documentary film is mediocre or worse,
edited far away from the field, by people who have never left their cities, in a
construct where advertising revenue and ratings are of paramount importance.
I prefer photography to film, which leaves one in control to a great extent.
What resonates in quiet moments – sometimes months or years after a shoot –
are the people who I worked with or interacted with in some cases, very briefly:
the people you bond with; eat with; promise eternal friendship to; see at the
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Most challenging to me are the looking-glass-experiences of personal suffering, empathy or fear that one offers oneself. To have experienced environments of desolation, violence, loss and fear, often through the people who you
interact with or shoot and to return to animated discussions over dealing with
terrorism at friends houses while they complain bitterly about the new pub-

Conflict Zone Photography

Image: Liberian children Monrovia 2007
- they stop bathing to watch a passing photographer

timings, where a mojito costs more than what they pay their domestic help and
ten times what a man might earn a day for a day of hard labor in other parts
of the world. Valid points about vacuous issues in often benignly exploitative
contexts.
For me the most depressing thing about working in conflict zones is not the
fear of death. It is coming back home, and realizing that the landscape of suffering is the same everywhere. It is seeing the same thing - perhaps, the seeds
of the same thing - all around us, in our conversations, in our reactions to news
and the world far away and in myself.
On the positive side, I don’t get stressed about most things that stress most
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Image : Liberia passing by

people; I speak my mind, I enjoy traffic jams, as they provide me with time for
stillness, I see humor in some pretty humorless situations and have stopped
watching television, fact is, I have sold my TV.
I enjoy cooking my own breakfast and each morning sip my tea and look out
of a window overlooking an old Bangalore cemetery I live next to for several
quiet and enjoyable minutes. I exercise more and enjoy my food, music, time,
family and friends because I am incredibly lucky, fortunate and blessed to have
them.
Getting the images is only a portion of the Conflict Zone photographer’s concerns. Here’s how Ryan takes care of his gear under these conditions.

Conflict Zone Photography
Humidity
Sometimes humidity can be a real problem with both video and still. When you
leave an air conditioned hotel room with your camera in your camera bag and
then you open the bag in a moist and warm outdoor location the lens tend to
fog up due to condensation and depending on the humidity one can get droplets within their cameras as well.
If you don’t have an airtight pelican case and if it’s very hot outside I solve
the problem by plastic bagging. All you need is silica gel, a garbage bag and
a rubber band. In my “air conditioned” hotel room and before I go to bed I
pack away the camera and lenses in a garbage bag with as little extra air in it
as possible. I.e. I squeeze out the excess air and tie it up with a rubber band.
When I head out into the field the next day I don’t open the bag but leave it
in the vehicle and let it warm up to the outside temperature before opening it.
I prefer garbage or plastic laundry bag as it allows for the camera to warm up
quickly rather than leaving it in a pelican case.
You could keep the gear plastic bagged in the bathroom if it’s not too wet and
close the door to your bedroom, which would be air-conditioned. It would
warm up much quicker the next day when you take it outside.
Dust
It’s going to get you sooner or later but to avoid dust I keep the camera covered
with a t-shirt or towel when in a vehicle. A damp towel can be used to wipe
down your lens when the dust gets it. I have on occasion like when there was
a dust storm plastic wrapped the body it with the stuff you use for refrigerated
food. However this is for only when it’s really crazy and there is no other option
available. Canned air, a paintbrush and a good blower can be very useful.
I try not to change lenses in dusty conditions and if I absolutely have to, I try
to do so in a closed vehicle. Those 3 seconds is all it takes for dust to get into
your camera.
Robbery
I am based in India and have had a case of gear stolen once at a railway station when a street fight diverted my attention. Later I found out that it was all
a setup.
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Image: former child soldiers Liberia

I guess you just have to keep your eyes open, don’t give the camera to someone to take a picture of you posing in front of a monument and if you suddenly
find that your trousers are dirty and someone offers to help you clean them
or if you find you have a mysterious lump of cow dung on your shoes and a
shoe shine boy suddenly appears 20 feet down the road, hold on to your gear
really tight.
I try not to lumber about loaded down with gear as running after a kid who’s
just swiped your D3 would possibly entail handing over your camera bag to
the helpful gentleman who also appears and helps you chase the thief (who
then also disappears). This has actually happened to someone I know. I keep it
simple and in places where there is more crime I travel with a fixer, a local assistant or a known guide with minimal gear. I also avoid using a large

Conflict Zone Photography

Being discreet, quiet, respectful and efficient helps immensely. I.e. lose the
bright orange sun shirt and the Nikon hat, dress in neutral colors, don’t drip
gear, don’t make a spectacle of yourself, don’t be loud, be respectful and learn
to recognize a con when you see one.
If I have a lot of gear in a hotel I am not sure off, I inform the manager and
keep my room locked and request that there be no room cleaning.
Importantly, if someone threatens you with a weapon or if you are actually
mugged I suggest you give him or her the camera as its replaceable unlike
yourself. People can do horrible things for small sums of money in some places.
Insurance is also a good idea depending on where you want to shoot.
Transport
If it’s a long road trip I keep extra lenses and other gear in a hard padded
pelican case. A colleague had a pelican case full of gear once fall off a mule in
Peru and go down a steep hillside. The case was bashed up but the lenses and
camera inside it were fine when it was retrieved. Also a pelican protects against
rain, makes a great seat when you hit camp and on expedition is essential, I
believe to protect ones gear. You can plastic bag your gear with silica inside a
pelican overnight if it’s too humid i.e. if there’s a rainstorm. Keep in mind that
temperatures can change very quickly in some places and can rise several degrees in as little as 15 minutes once the sun is up .
If you are traveling by boat make sure seawater doesn’t splash on the camera. I
usually carry a large dry bag on a boat to keep the camera inside when I am not
shooting. If you do get saltwater on the camera wipe it off and l use a slightly
damp cloth (with freshwater) to wipe down the outside of the camera and get
rid of the salt.
Personal safety
So far I try and research a place and story well before going to it. Local contacts
help immensely and in conflict zones this is absolutely necessary unless you
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camera bag and keep that extra lens in my jacket or in an ordinary backpack all
wrapped up. I also sometimes use a small caribiner to attach the camera strap
to my backpack.

Conflict Zone Photography

Data protection
I always download the images off my cards first chance I get and make at least
two backups. On a portable hard drive that’s rugged and one on a DVD.
This way I have the images on my laptop, a hard drive and a DVD and on my
CF cards as well (if I have extra cards I leave the images on the card). Unless I
run out of cards I don’t re format them.
If I am in a place where people might seize my camera or the CF cards I sometimes slip my cards into an inner jacket pocket once I have taken images, which
I want to keep protected. Then, even if the local authorities ask for your data
all you have to show them is the card on your camera.
Also once you have all your backups in place don’t carry the DVD’s and extra
hard drive/s around. Plan for the worst and make sure your images are in two
places at least. I.e. if you were to get robbed and lose all your gear at least your
images remain safe in your hotel room.
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want to appear in a YouTube video against your will. In the past photographers
and journalists enjoyed some immunity but not anymore it seems. I would not
travel to a conflict zone if it was not without a purpose and without adequate
knowledge of what you are doing and why.

Eye of the Photographer (Italy)

by Marco Baracco

Lingotto – Lights and Shapes
Marco Barraco is an Italian photographer with a heavy collection of Nikon
gear and a passion for capturing images. He says that from early childhood he
learned “that is possible to write by light, use it for work and communication,
stopping moments and fixing it forever.” A 1979 graduate of the Photographic
Institute of Torino, he says he has always had an authentic passion for cinema
and photography. In a recent article for Nikon Italy, reprinted here with English
translation, he focused on the stunning abundance of architectural and natural
shapes to be found in a famous Italian car factory.
When I was a child I lived in the north zone of Turin and my uncle worked in
the south zone in the Lingotto building Via Nizza which once was a huge Fiat
car factory. Today this memory is so far away that it seems like another world,
some other times, some other story.
Anyone entering for the first time inside of that reinforced concrete large
structure will have hard work imagining that there, in those long corridors, beginning from the first of the 1900’s was constructed Italian industrial history.
The alive Lingotto is a rich place of photographic inspirations.

Going up you begin to appreciate the
lights and shapes that show profuse
talent in planning and construction. In
the restructured premises today there
are many business activities, university
faculties, a campus, two luxury hotels,
various offices and warehouses.

Taking a walk in the corridors of the first floor it meets the north tower, which
is home for the Gianni and Marella Agnelli Art Gallery. It’s a steel jewel planned
by Renzo Piano, who has signed all the new added structures.
Entering from the north side it is approached to the shopping center “8Gallery”. Before arriving to the lift that leads to the shopping center, photographers are immediately captured by an amazing spiral structure, from where the
cars came down after tests on the rooftop test track: the north ramp.
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Central tower is the access to important offices, directional centers and, at the
top, to the test track.

Eye of the Photographer (Italy)
The south tower supports the great steel structure of the heliport and the reunions hall named “The Bubble” of Renzo Piano, a glass sphere suspended
approximately at fifty meters of height, from where is possible to embrace a
view of the city.

At the south end of the building there is another spiral structure. This has been
left raw and has a fascinating detail. Regarding the north spiral, it has been
conceived by more tight curves supported by pillars and a radius style: the
south ramp.
For photographic points of view it is the inner space where we can stop to
search for lights and shadows, forms and perspectives. Large windows project
various luminous shapes for every moment of the day; the south exposure allows sunlight directly from every angle of shot.
To live the Lingotto is an emotional experience and it’s hard to be described by
words. Inside like outside, in these great spaces the eye of the photographer
is captured by every step from perspective escapes, cuts of light and amazing
details. These are yesterday’s dimensions projected in the future.
My continuing journey in Lingotto had some good companions:
Nikon D70, D80, D300 and D3 cameras.
AF Nikkor 50 f/1.8D, AF Nikkor 28-105 f/3.5-4.5D, PCE Nikkor 24mm f/3.5D,
AF DX Fisheye-Nikkor 10.5mm f/2.8G, AF-S DX Nikkor 16-85mm f/3.5-5.6G
VR, AF-S Nikkor 14-24mm f/2.8G, AF-S Nikkor 24-70mm f/2.8G.
My great fortune is overall to have found inside the Lingotto, besides various
photographic visions, some persons who are its discreet caretakers.
These friends believe in sure values to carry ahead in the time.
This work wants to be a hymn to the hope that these angles of yesterday
can continue their story tomorrow too.
Marco Baracco © 2008
www.marcobaracco.com
Original article is published in Italian by Nital:
http://www.nital.it/life/lingotto.php
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PhotoPerfect Express Review
Professional results
are only a few clicks away
Are you looking for great photos and confused by the available software?
Tom Boné
(flashdeadline)
Chief Editor
Member
since April 7, 2002
3608 posts

Don’t feel lonely in your quest.
The digital imaging revolution
has spawned a multitude of fantastic software that now serves
as the modern day equivalent of
the darkrooms I worked in more
than 30 years ago.

Through the years, as the digital
age quickly outpaced most darkrooms and processing labs, the
high-end professional software image editors such as Photoshop and Nikon
Capture NX have dominated the market, and just as quickly we also saw the
entry of new user-friendly simple programs that could handle the basics.
Sorting through the options has been a challenge. Most average photographers just want an easy way to get their photos out of their cameras and ready
for printing or sharing with friends online. They want speed, ease of use, and if
at all possible they want the same results as the professionals.
It’s a tall order and PhotoPerfect Express, by Arcadia Software was obviously
designed to meet all those requirements and then some.
We interviewed Olaf Arlt, Arcadia’s Product Manager via long-distance at the
company’s offices in Cologne, Germany and asked him how PhotoPerfect Express was designed. He answered it with one word: “simplicity.”
“This is software for people who have never thought of enhancing or improving their pictures,” he said. “Now they have the capability with just a few easy
to understand buttons.”
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By Tom Boné (flashdeadline)

“We’re talking about mother-in-laws, soccer moms, grandparents who are not
techies. They just want to have fun without having to learn all the technical
details. They make an average shot, and in a few simple steps it is an amazing
shot. The faces look good and they are happy. Most pictures out of the camera
have a lot of potential and all they want is to get those results without knowing
all the computer details.”
The details are interesting.
Imagine years of concentrated software development designed to take any
photo and improve its color saturation. Then imagine an equal amount of years
spent on software that enhances bold colors. These are each called optimization algorithms, and PhotoPerfect Express has five of them.
Take the example of this cute
family pet:
<<<
She’s the end product of just
one mouse click after the original shot, straight out of a Nikon
D100, was opened.

Here’s the untouched original,
out of the camera:
<<<
All this was done seconds after
opening the shot and clicking
through one of five Methods
on the right hand side. You will
see that I chose Method 4 as

PhotoPerfect Express Review
my best choice after clicking a few of the others. Each of them altered the entire image in one way or another, and most of them in a good way, but the one
I liked the best was Method 4. In “techie” talk I used the i2e algorithm, which
is designed to handle highlight and shadow corrections.

In simple talk, I don’t give a darn what it’s called and although I appreciate
the massive technological resources devoted to make it happen, I really don’t
need to know how it works. I’m just glad it was there for me when I needed it.
PhotoPerfect Express handed the shot to me on a silver platter and my wife is
happy because she now has a great picture of her puppy.
That’s my thought, and Arcadia’s Olaf Arlt says that’s exactly what the program was supposed to do. “This is meant for anybody who wants good pictures without spending three hours of computer processing time,” he said.
His willingness to please his wife is the same as mine; in fact he used his wife
as a test-bed during development.
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“I was amazed to see those pictures my wife worked on. And she was
not being frustrated or hindered because it was not a complicated interface.” She was also not hindered by too many buttons and other
controls. The concept behind this image processing software is to keep
it simple on your screen, and let the tech stuff “heavy lifting” happen
as a result of the capabilities of your computer and the combined efforts
of a team of software designers.
Sometimes, your original photo can be really horrible. PhotoPerfect Express will give it a good try, and for the most part, you will still see a
significant improvement.
Take the example of three lovely young ladies in a clearly underexposed
shot. In the original it’s a loss, but in one of five options available, we
have a decent image. If you compare it from the opening original to the
final choice (good old method 4 again) it is not the best it could be, but
definitely an improvement that turns it from a loser to a keeper.
The bright yellow arrows I added to the screen capture are not in the
actual image, but they do show that the distance from original to final
choice was just three method choices away.
Moving from one choice to another is easily done with mouse clicks,
and if you are handy with keyboard controls, all it takes is hitting your
numerical keypad to shuttle through your options with a simple 1-2-34-5. The beauty of this system is that you see the entire image in as large
a size as your monitor will handle and you see the effect each selection
has on the original. You can quickly toggle from one to another just by
using the numerical keypads or the mouse.
How did I know about the keyboard numbers trick?
Again—totally simple.
When you open the program it presents you with the tip of the day. It wasn’t
until the second or third time that I caught that hint. You can select to read all
of the tips one by one anytime you want and they are a great learning tool.
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Learning is also enhanced with the help of Arcadia’s online Interactive Demo.
In fact, if you have a pile of techie experience and you want to “peek under the
hood” on this software, check Arcadia’s detailed description of the five methods. When you get to those five methods you will see that the freeware version
of this program, which allows you to try it with full functionality, will produce
watermarks on some of the options. Don’t worry about it. By downloading the
freeware version you are actually given a working trial run to see if this is the

PhotoPerfect Express Review
software choice you really want to make. Olaf tells us the functional freeware
is offered through confidence in their product. “You have three algorithms
for free at all times so this is not what is considered crippled software.” There
are other functions and algorithms you may want to move up to once you get
familiar with the software, but you have the choice on which options to buy.

chase the option it would show a watermark like my photo of three dogs.
However, you have to remember that I still had a chance to try the method and
the entire software package to see if it worked for me (and my wife) for free.
Based on your preferences and learning curve (which is not going to be too
hard with this product) you choose your upgrade level, if any.

According to Arcadia’s press release on the software: “Three optimization
methods are completely free to use, two of the five methods are branding the
results with a small watermark, which can be removed with a registered unlock
key.”

My choice of methods may not be the same as yours.
I picked Method 4 as an example because we all know that every shooting
scenario has its challenges and every photographer, regardless of expertise, has
specific preferences.

Remember my favorite Method 4?
If I found this method to be my favorite I could choose Method 4 for only
$24.99 USD and my wife would be happy with the doggy pix. If I didn’t pur-

The key is – once you have downloaded the freeware and played with it —
you have your choice of the options you feel comfortable with, instead of going from freeware to an outright full purchase.

Sample of photo with watermark.

And what if you decide to go for the full deal? You are still at less than $100
USD for adding batch processing and all of the methods (algorithms).
Conclusion:
This is easy. I downloaded the freeware on a separate computer (Windows XP)
that is fully enhanced with spyware and anti-virus goodies. The download was
easy and I popped up my watermarked shot of the three dogs in seconds. Full
scan on the computer showed no abnormalities as a result of the download. I
have the full working version on the Nikonians computer (Vista) and recently
pulled off a batch process job in just a few minutes.
So, if you have a household with digital photographers coming from various
degrees of experience (beginner to professional), somebody is bound to like
the simplicity of this software. The good part is you get to try it for free and
make your own choice. PhotoPerfect Express can be downloaded for free at:
www.photoperfect.com/download.html.
PhotoPerfect Express supports Microsoft Windows XP and Vista.
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NikoniansPress trio of books gaining popularity
by Darrell Young and James Johnson, the third in a series of books in
the joint venture between NikoniansPress and publisher Rocky Nook
will soon be released.
It is being prepared for a May shipment and the current pre-order
price at Amazon.com is currently only $26.37 USD.
This is the third in a series of books in this joint venture.
All three books include a special Nikonians 50%-off voucher discount
for a one year Gold Membership in the Nikonians community. This
will save you $37.50.
Our members are already enjoying their copies of Mastering the
Nikon D300 by Darrell Young and The Nikon Creative Lighting System: Using the SB-600, SB-800, SB-900, and R1C1 flashes by Mike
Hagen.
According to a preview copy of the publisher’s notes made available to our
staff from Rocky Nook: “This book is the end-product of
a unique collaboration between the author of our previous
and highly successful Mastering the Nikon D300 by Darrell
Young and copy editor James Johnson. Following publication, Rocky Nook has received sterling reviews for its depth
of content, breadth of coverage, and warmth of delivery.”
The D700 book will feature full page Chapter Opening images taken with the camera by fellow Nikonians and as the
project went off to press we’re told the images chosen for
the book include those provided by Sylvain Duford (Sduford), Josh Harris (DrRoebuck), Mark Rainer (mrainer), Tom
Trujillo (tjtrujillo), Michael Alan Bielat (MichaelAlan) and
Charles Penner (rolledmymazda)
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Mastering the Nikon D700,

Spotlight on two of our “Must Read” Bloggers

Moderator Team member Martin Turner has been prolific in his comparison
of modern day photography in relation to the lessons offered by the masters
in art back in the days of canvas and paints. His theme is “Learning from the
Portrait Masters”
Here’s just a small sample of
one of his many enlightening observations in a posting
entitled “Differential focus
— as used by the masters”:
“The photographer, in general, should work to represent through the image
what the eye sees, and the
eye is not a static optical device, but a roving one, driven by the brain, focusing on
what the brain finds most
interesting.
This brings me back to Strozzi. There was no Photoshop in Strozzi’s day, but, in
a very real sense, every image was a Photoshop image, because all were built
up by the will and skill of the artist, not captured by a shutter opening and closing. Strozzi will have spent far longer perfecting this image than anyone ever
does in Photoshop. And yet, this is a highly ‘authentic’ image, much more so
than the slightly self-aggrandizing image of Dr Ash from last time.
How to apply all of this to an image today? Most lenses perform best a couple
of stops down from their maximum aperture. A portrait photographer may well
do better shooting at f4 (on an f1.8 prime lens) in order to maximize chances
of getting the eyes really sharp. This, of course, limits the amount of blurring
provided by the lens, but, seriously, it’s a lot easier to introduce post processing
blur than it is to introduce sharpness.”
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Since the opening of our Nikonians Personal Blogs (a benefit available to all
members Gold level and above) we’ve had great lessons in photography shared
openly and at length. We’re going to point you to two of our bloggers who are
setting the informative value standard in their personal blogs.

Spotlight on two of our “Must Read” Bloggers

Here’s a small sample of the lighting tips he shared in his Lighting 101 post:

“You’ll notice slight differences between this and the previous image. The
shadows in the lightsphere shot are a bit brighter and less harsh, since the
lightsphere is throwing most of the light up, but some straight out, too. The
reason the bounce and lightspere images look better than straight flash is they
are spreading the light over a larger surface. The larger and more diffuse the
light source, the softer edges between light and shadow.
Another common lighting technique is the use of other modifiers, such as umbrellas or softboxes. This image was taken with an SB-800 bouncing the flash
off of a 45-inch umbrella on a light stand.”

If you have the urge to share your passion for photography
check our
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Charter member Rick Paul takes us from the study of the art through understanding the masters to the modern day concerns of breaking into the photography business. In that case, you should bookmark Rick Paul’s blog, where he
serves up a steady diet of experienced tips on subjects ranging from shooting
techniques to business taxes.

New From Nikon
Does the idea of a fast Nikkor lens designed for your DX-format Nikon DSLR
spark your interest?
Our new generation of Nikonians who
may rarely have been thinking of slipping a prime lens in their camera bag
in favor of their multi-purpose zooms
now have a tempting new lens from
Nikon to consider.
Weighing in at a mere 200 g (7 oz) the
AF-S DX NIKKOR 35mm f/1.8G is an 8
element lens offering a fast maximum
f/1.8 aperture, and the suggested retail is below $200 USD.
Nikon USA’s Press Release describes
it as Nikon’s “first fixed focal length,
fast-aperture DX-format lens that affords photographers superb image
quality along with the creative possibilities and versatility of the classic 50mm
focal length (FX-format equivalent of 52mm).” Specs (and a sample image you
can download ) on the lens are available at the Nikon Global site.
COOLPIX lineup expands with new models
Nikon Inc. announced in early February eight new COOLPIX cameras that
marry design and function to create high performing, stylish, easy-to-use cameras. These cameras include four Style Series cameras; one Performance Series
camera; and three Life Series cameras.
All eight COOLPIX cameras incorporate Nikon’s world-class NIKKOR lenses,
delivering extremely accurate detail and brilliant color, as well as Nikon’s EXPEED™ digital image processing concept, which ensures high-quality pictures
with stunning color and sharpness. New features across the COOLPIX line
include; Smart Portrait System, which ensures a bright smile being captured
without blinking; Enhanced Face-priority Auto Focus, which can detect up to
12 faces-per-image and adjusts brightness on the subject’s face to ensure wellbalanced exposure of a whole picture; and Scene Auto Selector which auto-
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matically selects the most appropriate mode according to a picture-taking situation. These features take the guess work out of photography and help ensure
every picture is a beautiful picture.
Nikon’s COOOLPIX S-Series feature metal bodies
Nikon extends its Style Series line
of compact digital cameras with the
introduction of the new COOLPIX
S630, S620, S230 and S220 cameras. The S-Series boasts a range
of trendy colors, sleek bodies,
and some of the most innovative
technology available in a compact
digital camera, making the S-Series
ideal for consumers seeking style
and superior features at an affordable price. Specific camera features
include:
• COOLPIX S230: Innovative Touch Screen Design on a 3.0-inch high resolution LCD; 3x Optical Zoom; One-touch Focus and Zoom, Write and Draw
Functions;10.0 megapixels; Scene Auto Selector; Quick Retouch; Smart Portrait
System; Blink Proof; 4-Way VR Image Stabilization; ISO 2000 capability; Available in five colors (Plum, Jet Black, Night Blue, Gloss Red and Warm Silver).
• COOLPIX S220: Slim body design (18mm) with 2.5-inch LCD; Scene Auto
Selector; 10.0 megapixels; 3x Optical Zoom; Smart Portrait System; Blink Proof;
Quick Retouch; 4-Way VR Image Stabilization; Available in six colors (Plum,
Graphite Black, Cobalt Blue, Aqua Green, Warm Silver and Magenta).
• COOLPIX S630: Pocket-sized camera with 12.0 megapixels; 7x Optical
Zoom; 2.7-inch LCD; Sport Continuous Mode for shooting up to 11 framesper-second (fps)*; Scene Auto Selector; Quick Retouch; Blink Proof; 4-Way VR
Image Stabilization; ISO 6400 capability**; Available in five colors (Jet Black,
Royal Purple, Midnight Blue, Ruby Red and Titanium Silver).
• COOLPIX S620: 12.2 megapixels; 4x-wide Optical Zoom; Incredibly fast
start-up time of 0.7 seconds; Subject Tracking; Scene Auto Selector; Quick
Retouch; Blink Proof; Motion Detection; 4-Way VR Image Stabilization; ISO
6400 capability full resolution; Available in five colors (Noble Purple, Jet Black,
Dusty Pink, Sky Blue and Rich Pearl).

New From Nikon
The new COOLPIX S-Series cameras became available nationwide February
2009. The S220 will retail for $149.95, the S230 will retail for $229.95, the
S620 will retail for $269.95 and the S630 will retail for $279.95.
COOLPIX P90

With the new COOLPIX
P90, part of the flagship
Performance Series of cameras, Nikon introduces the
ideal camera for photo enthusiasts, travel photographers and consumers with
more advanced photography skills. The camera features a 24x Optical Zoom,
covering wide angle to super telephoto [26-624mm
(35mm format)], a new
3.0-inch vari-angle LCD
monitor with tilt function
and anti-reflection coating,
and 15 fps*** high-speed
capability.

Additional features of the P90 include a 4-Way VR Image Stabilization System;
ISO 6400**** capability (3mp); electronic viewfinder; Scene Auto Selector;
Quick Retouch; and Distortion Control. These features combine to enable consumers to enjoy photo shooting in a wide range of situations.

Series also offers easy to use features, such as Scene Auto Selector and Nikon’s
Smart Portrait System, making it the ideal camera line for family photographers
looking for great value. Specific camera features include:
• COOLPIX L100: 10.0 megapixels; Large, bright 3.0-inch high-resolution LCD
with anti-reflection coating; Scene Auto Selector; 15x Optical Zoom covering
wide angle to super telephoto [28-420mm (35mm format)]; Sport Continuous
Mode can take pictures up to 30 consecutive frames at 13 fps*****; 4-Way
VR Image Stabilization System; and Smart Portrait System.
•  COOLPIX L20: 10.0 megapixels; Large, bright 3.0-inch LCD monitor; 3.6x
zoom; Easy Auto Mode with Scene Auto Selector; Smart Portrait System; Motion Detection; 5 color options for special effects; and powered by (2) AA batteries; Available in Deep Red.
• COOLPIX L19: 8.0 megapixels; Large, bright 2.7-inch LCD monitor; 3.6x
zoom; Easy Auto Mode with Scene Auto Selector; Smart Portrait System; Motion Detection; 5 color options for special effects; and powered by (2) AA batteries; Available in Bright Silver.
The new COOLPIX L100
camera became available nationwide March
2009 and will retail
for $279.95. The new
COOLPIX L19 and L20
cameras will be available nationwide February 2009 and retail for
$109.95 and $129.95
respectively.

The Nikon COOLPIX P90 became available nationwide March 2009 and will
retail for $399.95.
Life Series adds three
With the introduction of the L100, L20 and L19, Nikon’s Life Series cameras offer a range of zoom and megapixels, including the 15x Optical Zoom NIKKOR
lens in the L100, covering from 28mm wide-angle to 420mm telephoto. The L-
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For more information about the new COOLPIX cameras, please visit
http://www.nikonusa.com/.

Calendar
Nikonians Academy North America workshops
Depending on location, the workshops offer instruction on such topics as the
Nikon D300, D700, D3 cameras, Creating HDR, and the i-TTL/ Nikon Creative
Lighting System. Here are the Academy workshops for April and May.
April
Nashville
Nashville
Big Sur

Master your Nikon D300 - Advanced
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS 		
Big Sur Photography Workshop 		

03-APR-2009
04-APR-2009
16-APR-2009

Master HDR Photography			
Master Nikon D700 & D3 - Advanced
Master Multi-Media Slideshows 		
Creating HDR Photographs - 2 Days 		
Master Travel & Documentary Photo		
Master Visual Thinking 			
Triple D Game Farm 			
Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 		
Master Nikon D700 & D3 - Advanced
Creating HDR Photographs - 2 Days 		
Master Nikon D700 & D3 In Depth 		
Master Nikon D700 & D3 - Advanced
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash, CLS 		
Master Nikon i-TTL Flash - Advanced

07-MAY-2009
08-MAY-2009
08-MAY-2009
09-MAY-2009
09-MAY-2009
10-MAY-2009
11-MAY-2009
21-MAY-2009
22-MAY-2009
23-MAY-2009
28-MAY-2009
29-MAY-2009
30-MAY-2009
31-MAY-2009

May
Seattle
Denver
Seattle		
Denver		
Seattle		
Seattle		
Kalispell
Las Vegas
Las Vegas
Las Vegas
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco

Complete listings by city, date and topics can be found at the Nikonians Academy .

The Ninth International Exhibition
of Consumer and Professional Imaging
April 09-12, 2009
The International Exhibition Centre “Crocus Expo”
Pavilion 2, Halls 7 and 8 - Moscow, Russia
PHOTOFORUM-2009 is the largest imaging trade fair and the most important event in photo industry of Russia and the CIS.
The main themes will be:
• Consumer photo and video
• Professional photo
• Digital image processing
• Printing
• Framing
Over 350 companies will exhibit at PHOTOFORUM-2009 including all leading manufacturers of the photographic industry such as Canon, Sony, Kodak,
Panasonic, Nikon, Fujifilm, Olympus, Pentax, Noritsu, Epson, Casio, HewlettPackard, Rekam, Mitsubishi Electric, BenQ, GE.Organizers expect over 90 000
visitors to attend the show.
More info: http://www.photoforum-expo.ru/en/photoforum-expo/

PMA Australia 2009 Imaging Technology Show
June 26 - June 28, 2009
Sydney Convention & Exhibition Centre, Darling Harbour
The Photo Marketing Association International has joined forces with the
Photo Imaging Council of Australia to promote a new show concept for the
Asia-Pacific photo imaging industry.
The first PMA Australia show was held in Melbourne in 2007 and then in
Brisbane 2008.
The Southern Hemisphere’s largest photographic imaging exhibition is an
event not to be missed by photo dealers, photographers, graphic designers,
signmakers, government officials, marketing executives and enthusiast photographers.
The conference schedule will include: Emerging Technology Day, Home &
Mobile Entertainment Retailing, PMA Conference, ACMP Conference, AIPP
Conference, and AIPP Professional Photography Awards Judging.
For more information visit http://www.pmaaustralia.com.au/
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Germany in NYC
Art ! Fair - Photo exhibition
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 - Saturday, April 11, 2009
Michael Mazzeo Gallery
526 West 26th Street
New York, NY 10001
info@michaelmazzeo.com
Devoted exclusively to contemporary photography, Art Fair! offers an eclectic
and provocative selection of unique and limited edition prints, including many
new and previously unexhibited works. Presenting a rotating selection of artwork, Art Fair! will display a spectrum of accomplished, mid-career artists and
rising young talent throughout the month, many of whom have been widely
exhibited and are represented in museum and private collections, internationally.
Featured artists include Juliana Beasley, Alison Carey, F&D Cartier, Caleb
Charland, John Chervinsky, Rachael Dunville, Lucas Foglia, Jefferson Hayman,
Yong Hee Kim, Sebastian Lemm, Chris McCaw, Leah Oates, Cara Phillips, Josh
Quigley, Christopher Rauschenberg, Robin Schwartz, Will Steacy, Lacey Terrell, and Terry Towery

New York Photo Festival

May 13-17, 2009
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The Nikonian

Octavian Radu Topai (Tavi) of Timisoara, Romania, became our first finalist in the Best of Nikonians – 2009 Images Contest with this image entitled “Story of a
Snowflake.” He used his Nikon D200 with a Tokina AF 12-24mm f/4 AT-X 124AF Pro DX lens at about 19 mm, aperture f/9, exposure time 1/30 sec at ISO
100. (Read his entire account in our News Blog).
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